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UCCVF Needs and Offers

UCCVF Needs and O ers
We are a community with many gifts and talents that we use to uphold each other in troubled
times. But figuring out who has needs and who has time and talent isn't always easy. We
developed this form to help us better respond to needs and connect with those who can help.
The form asks you to list a need(s) and/or an offer(s) of assistance after some initial
information about you. The information submitted will be overseen by (our Elders? Task
Force??). We will work to keep any needs listed confidential.
We request that all participants maintain recommended health precautions (e.g., wash your
hands!) and proper social distancing (6 feet!!)
* Required

1.

Email address *

2.

Name

3.

4.

neighborhood/town

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1e-drordva-29yFsVK5FBtigVKkGU29IxCuPVVM0HA8Q/edit
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5.

UCCVF Needs and Offers

In what way might another UCCVF Family member help you? What are your needs?
Check all that apply.
Grocery Run
Prepared Meal (be sure to include information on how many and any dietary restrictions)
Store Run (e.g. pharmacy, hardware, pet store...)
Help with a home project (observing social distancing, of course)
Activity ideas for kids at home (we do ourselves, or an activity with someone virtually)?
Help with a technology issue
Help getting an appropriate piece of technology
I would appreciate a call just to chat a bit.
I would appreciate a prayer
None right now
Other:

6.

Please provide more detail for your need

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1e-drordva-29yFsVK5FBtigVKkGU29IxCuPVVM0HA8Q/edit
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7.

UCCVF Needs and Offers

I am available to help in the following way
Check all that apply.
Grocery Run
Prepared meal
Store Run (e.g., pharmacy, hardware, pet store...)
Help with a home project
I may have some programming ideas for kids (links to a good website, activity descriptions,
a virtual activity with me or others)
I may be able to help with a technology issue
I may have some technology that someone could use (e.g. laptop, tablet...)
I can pray for others.
I can call someone to chat
Contact me if there is a specific need for funds
Other:

8.

Please provide a little more detail on what you can offer.

9.

This need offer was entered by
Mark only one oval.
myself
Other:

10.

Name

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1e-drordva-29yFsVK5FBtigVKkGU29IxCuPVVM0HA8Q/edit
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11.

12.

neighborhood/town

13.

In what way might another UCCVF Family member help you? What are your needs?
Check all that apply.
Grocery Run
Prepared Meal (be sure to include information on how many and any dietary restrictions)
Store Run (e.g. pharmacy, hardware, pet store...)
Help with a home project (observing social distancing, of course)
Activity ideas for kids at home (we do ourselves, or an activity with someone virtually)?
Help with a technology issue
Help getting an appropriate piece of technology
I would appreciate a call just to chat a bit.
I would appreciate a prayer
None right now
Other:

14.

Please provide more detail for your need
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15.

UCCVF Needs and Offers

I am available to help in the following way
Check all that apply.
Grocery Run
Prepared meal
Store Run (e.g., pharmacy, hardware, pet store...)
Help with a home project
I may have some programming ideas for kids (links to a good website, activity
descriptions, a virtual activity with me or others)
I may be able to help with a technology issue
I may have some technology that someone could use (e.g. laptop, tablet...)
I can pray for others.
I can call someone to chat
Contact me if there is a specific need for funds
Other:

16.

Please provide a little more detail on what you can offer.

17.

This need offer was entered by
Mark only one oval.
myself
Other:
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